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Environmental Science at Kiski 

• Scientific literacy 
• Concept mastery 
• Sustainability literacy 
• Ecological citizenship 
• Place-based 

knowledge 
 







Dear Mr. Buckland, 
 
“My son…worried...climate change alarmism...” 
“I’m a geologist...done my own research...” 
“I’d like to come to your class to do a presentation to discuss the other 
side...” 
 
Yours truly, 
 
Kiski Dad 

The email 





Climate change doubters and deniers 
The Doubtful (13%) are uncertain whether  global warming is occurring or not, but believe 
that if it is happening, it is attributable to natural causes, not human activities. They tend to be 
politically conservative and to hold traditional religious views.  
 
The Disengaged (9%) have given the issue of global warming little to no thought. They have 
no strongly held beliefs about global warming, know little about it, and do not view it as having 
any personal relevance. They tend to have the lowest education and income levels of the six 
groups.  
 
Dismissive (8%), who are very certain that global warming is not occurring. Many regard the 
issue as a hoax and are strongly opposed to action to reduce the threat. About one in nine 
have contacted an elected representative to argue against action on global warming.  
 
Yale Project on Climate Change Communication, Global Warming’s Six Americas, September 
2012 



Motivated reasoning 

Motivated Reasoning: 
“The unconscious tendency of 
individuals to process information in a 
manner that suits some end or goal 
extrinsic to the formation of accurate 
beliefs. ” 
“They Saw a Game” example 
~Dan Kahan, Cultural Cognition 
Project of the Yale Law School 

 



Motivated Reasoning 

“The reasoning process is more like 
a lawyer defending a client than a 
judge or scientist seeking the truth.”  
J. Haidt (2001). The Emotional Dog and Its Rational Tail: A 
Social Intuitionist Approach to Moral Judgment. 
Psychological Review 108 (4). Pp. 814-834. 



Motivated Reasoning 
• Identity-protective cognition 

(biased searches and biased 
assimilation) 

• Naïve realism 
• Objectivity 
• Cultural cognition and conformity 

of beliefs 
 
Kahan, D. (2011). Neutral 
Principles, Motivated Cognition and 
Some Problems for Constitutional 
Law. Harvard Law Review 126. Pp. 
1-77. 



 
“Open-minded public engagement with scientific information requires a 
deliberation environment in which no group of citizens is forced to see 
assent to sound evidence as hostile to its defining commitments. In 
cultivating such an environment for deliberations over the problem of 
climate change, the diverse cultural resonances associated with the full 
range of potential responses is a resource to be exploited in science 
communication.” [Emphasis mine.] 
 
Kahan et al, “Geoengineering and Climate Change Polarization: Testing 
a Two-channel Model of Science Communication,” January 9, 2012, 
Annals of American Academy of Political & Social Sci.  
 

Necessity: Avoiding a worldview backfire 



Strategy: “Climate change is not a crisis.” 



“Before the debate begins, the audience registers their pre-debate 
opinion using an electronic voting system. These results are announced 
later in the program. Alternating between panels, each debater gives a 
7-minute opening statement. After this segment concludes, the 
moderator opens the floor for questions from the audience and inter-
panel challenges. This adversarial context is electric, adding drama and 
excitement. The debaters have one final opportunity to sway audience 
opinion through their 2-minute closing arguments. The audience delivers 
the final verdict by voting again whether they are for, against, or 
undecided on the proposition. The two sets of results are compared and 
the winner is determined by which team has swayed more audience 
members between the two votes.” 

Rules 



Framed the assignment as a friendly competition in the battle 
of ideas about the risks of anthropogenic climate change. 
• Deliberately not “Climate change is real: yes or no.”  
• Avoided an alarmist’s position—”NOT a crisis.”  
• Equal numbers of students would have to be on one side 

or the other. 
• I never instructed my students to be “objective,” 

“unbiased,” “rational,” or “open-minded.” 

What did I do? “Climate change is NOT a crisis.” 



• Divide class into groups of three that were for or against the proposition. 
• Provided them with instructions about the debate formatand the short paper 

requirements. 
• Pointed them to kinds of sources they could and could not use including 

specific examples.  
• Instructed them to develop a thesis and strategy. 
• Spent a week guiding them through the process of writing a debate position 

including finding their own weaknesses and the potential weaknesses of 
their opponents. 

• Appoint a champion. 
• Debate! 

What did I do? 



• Global poverty? AIDS pandemic? The invasion of Crimea. 
• MunichRe and SwissRe 
• The advance of renewable energy technology—particularly solar 

power—will prevent doom. 
• Severe disruption of the carbon cycle  
• And…the students who didn’t follow directions. 

How did it go? 



And the son of the emailing father? 
 
Matt: Do you think it’s a crisis? 
 
Nate: No. But that’s not the point. I’m arguing a position and doing it the 
best I can. But there are facts and we shouldn’t be afraid of facts. I don’t 
have to think this is a crisis to believe it’s real. 

How did it go? 



How did I follow up? 

Taking the Yale Six 
Americas survey with a 
follow-up discussion. 
A class for discussion 
about our attitudes toward 
whether we believe 
climate change is a crisis 
and why or why not? 



Can a format like this one inform the adult discourse on the matter? 
How? 
 
What is the appropriate role of political and moral debate in a class? 
 
Given recent understanding, should science teachers follow the lead of 
an increasing number of climate scientists and speak up about climate 
risk? 
 
These are ethical matters. 

What next? 
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